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Derbyshire Pub Quiz League
Virtual Quiz during lockdown
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Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are not
essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is “Tom
Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in italics are
purely  explanatory  and  are  not  required.  If  the  answer  offered  is  incomplete  (for  example,  “Roosevelt”  for
“Theodore Roosevelt”, you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the answer.

In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet.



Water
1 The waters of which Scottish river did the poet William McGonagall repeatedly describe 

as ‘silv’ry’ or ‘silvery’?
Tay

2 Which Irish city stands on an island between the two streams of the River Lee without 
managing to float away?

Cork

3 In the Lake District private powered craft are only allowed on four lakes. Windermere, 
Coniston Water, Ullswater are three. Which is the fourth that sounds as if it belongs in 
Derbyshire?

Derwentwater

4 Which first class football team with an English name play their home games at the 
Monumental Stadium in Buenos Aires? The name is shared with the nearby river.

River
Plate

5 During lockdown in May the charity Water Aid encouraged musicians to live-stream 
music from which room in their respective homes?

Bathroom

6 A river separating England and Wales and the river which flows through the Derbyshire 
village of Ashford in the Water share which name?

Wye

7 Which reggae song, popularised in the film The Harder They Come, takes its lyrics from 
both Psalm 137 and 19?

Rivers of Babylon

8 Which airline began service in 1985 with flights between Waterford in Ireland and 
Gatwick in the UK?

Ryanair

9 What usually arrives in Burma and Ceylon in May, in India in June but not until July in 
Pakistan?

Monsoon

10 “Orinoco Flow” and “Storms in Africa” are two tracks from the album Watermark by 
which Irish musician?

Enya



These answers rhyme
1 How is the evergreen shrub Camellia Sinensis better known? Tea

2 Beginning in Dunfermline in 1883 who endowed 2509 free public libraries around the 
world, including one in Ilkeston?

Andrew
Carnegie

3 Many early striptease performances had the French name ‘La Puce’, as the performer’s 
search for ‘La Puce’ meant removing many items of clothing. What is Une Puce?

Flea

4 In 2016 American football players began to perform a stylized genuflection to protest 
against racism. How is this gesture popularly known?

Taking
A Knee

5 Which insect – in fact, two of them – appears on the labels of Boddington’s beer from 
Manchester?

Bee

6 In February 2020 the last Airbus A380 wing was moved from Broughton in North Wales
and floated down which river beginning its way to Toulouse?

River
Dee

7 The Initial Public Offering, a launch on the Stock Exchange, on December 10th made 
which company worth over $100 million.

AirBnB

8 The disc jockey David Hamilton and the rapper Sean Coombs have shared which 
nickname?

Diddy

9 Which Sky News presenter is beginning six months of gardening leave after breaking 
COVID distance rules?

Kay
Burley

10 Which Spice Girl performed from her bathroom for Water Aid in May 2020? Melanie C



In The Middle
1 In Chesterfield the Salvation Army have moved into the middle and more of a building 

formerly owned by which supermarket?
Lidl

2 Which group had a No 1 record in 1971 with  "Chirpy Chirpy Cheep Cheep"? Middle of the Road

3 Sir Robert Peel lost the Prime Ministership in 1835 but regained it in 1841. Which man 
with Derbyshire connections was PM in-between?

Melbourne

4 Who wrote the poem ‘Halfway down the stairs is a stair where I sit’? A A Milne

5 What was US President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s middle name? It was originally his first
name.

David

6 On TV how are Will McKenzie, Simon Cooper, Jay Cartwright and Neil Sutherland 
known collectively?

The Inbetweeners

7 Which song accompanies Mr Blonde’s torture scene in the film Reservoir Dogs? Stuck in the Middle

8 Which C20th Prime Minister had the first name ‘Leonard’ but used his middle name in 
everyday life?

Jim Callaghan

9 In the 1920s which author and his wife returned from a world trip to live at Middleton-
by-Wirksworth in Derbyshire?

D H Lawrence

10 Which C20th Prime Minister with the middle name ‘Leonard’  used his first name in 
everyday life. He appeared to have a different middle name because he used the initial of
one of his two surnames?

Churchill



In The News 2020
1 Has new research from Nepal and China shown Mount Everest to be shorter than, taller than, or the 

same height as previously thought?
Taller

2 Liverpool won the FA Cup, League Cup and Uefa Cup treble in 2000/01. Their manager of the time 
has died this week. Who was he?

Gérard

Houllier

3 Forbes magazine has decided that who is the most powerful woman in the world in 2020? Angela Merkel

4 The Public Accounts Committee has asked the Bank of England to investigate how many billions of 
pounds of banknotes are missing? You can have ten billion either way.

£50billion

5 57,000 people in 12 states of the USA voted for which rap artist in the 2020 presidential election? Kanye West

6 Which chain of furniture shops has announced that it will stop printing its annual catalogue after 
2022?

Ikea

7 For years I have been singing with Dire Straits, “We gotta install microwave ovens Custom kitchen 
deliveries”. But this month who revealed that I have been mispronouncing ‘microwave’ for over 
thirty years?

Nigella Lawson

8 The singer Cher has recently helped relocate Pakistan's "loneliest elephant" to a wildlife sanctuary in 
Cambodia. She now hopes to do the same for which lonely animal in a shopping mall in Thailand?

Gorilla

9 Probably to keep the costs down, which form of dancing will be joining the 2024 Olympics? Breakdancing

10 Popular singer Taylor Swift has released two albums this year. The first was Folklore, what was the 
second – released in December – with a title which rhymes with the first?

Evermore



Geography in Song
1 Before he was drafted by his Uncle Sam the Boogie-Woogie Bugle Boy was living in the 

largest city in Illinois. Which city?
Chicago

2 How could the opening lines of the pop song ‘Up The Junction’ by Squeeze remind you of the 
winners of the 1879-80 FA Cup?

Clapham (Rovers)

3 "Little cable cars climb halfway to the stars" in which American city on the Pacific coast? San Francisco

4 Which 1953 song commemorates the Ottoman conquest of the Byzantine Empire 400 years 
before and the consequent change of name of its then capital city?

Istanbul Not
Constantinople

5 According to Rogers and Hammerstein where do “Ev'ry night my honey lamb and I/Sit alone 
and talk and watch a hawk/Makin' lazy circles in the sky”?

Oklahoma

6 On which Caribbean island were the Andrews Sisters glad to be drinking Rum and Coca-Cola? Trinidad

7 Which song on Frank Sinatra’s 1958 album Come Fly With Me has lyrics by Rudyard Kipling? On The Road to
Mandalay

8 “On the way back I cuddled with Jack/ And we opened a bottle of cider”. From where were we
returning?

Bangor

9 It’s easy to remember the state capital of Arkansas because Marilyn Monroe & Jane Russell in 
the film Gentlemen Prefer Blondes claimed to be two little girls from there. So which city is it?

Little Rock

10 Which song by Madness about a nocturnal journey has been described as “a song, but not a 
traditional one”? The singer has said “the title isn't even mentioned apart from me shouting it 
at the beginning”.

Night Boat To Cairo


